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INSTRUCTIONS – 

 

1. The question paper has divided into 3 sections. All questions are compulsory:- 

  SECTION-A 

1-   Tick () the correct answer.                                                                                 1*10=10                         

 

a-The shortcut key for find option is. 

 

1- Alt+f                 2-Ctrl+l                3- Ctrl+f  
 

b-The shortcut key to save a query is. 

1-Ctrl+s                   2-Ctrl+v                3-Ctrl+x  
 

C-The movie play speed determines the numbers of. 

1- FPS                      2- PFS                       3- SFP   

d- The virus that gets activated every Friday that occurs on the 13
th

 of a month is. 

1-Trojan Horse       2-File infector        3-jerusalem virus   

e– Photoshop is developed under. 

1-Microsoft              2-Google                 3-Adobe   

f–  A program the detects the changes caused by a virus in the computer is. 

1-Antivirus              2-virus detector                 3-None   

g– It can be used to change the size of an image. 

1-Crop tool              2-fuzzy tool                 3-pencil tool   

h– Moving an object means. 

1-Animation              2-Effects                 3-Multimedia   

i– The box used to display list item with more options 

1-Text box              2-list box                 3-combo box   

j– A programming language based on the BASIC programming language is. 

1-C++              2-LOGO                 3-Visual Basic   

 

2-   Write ‘true’ or ‘false’ for the following statements.                                        1*10=10                   

     

 a. The first pc virus was believed to be a boot sector virus called ‘Brain’       ……….. 

 b. Form provides an easy way to collect required information.                         .………… 

 c. Visual basic supports wizard technology to create program.                         …………… 

 d. <\HTML> is an opening tag of an HTML document.                                          .……….. 

 e. HTML means Hyper Transmission Markup Language.                                ………….. 



 

 

 f. Classic and motion are the types of tweens                                                       ………….. 

g. Flash is word processing software                                                                 ……….. 

h. Burn tool is used to lighten a specific area of an image                                 ……… 

i. Shopping cart is also called a shopping basket                                                ……… 

j. The 13
th

 virus also called Jerusalem virus                                                        ……… 

 

Section-B 

3-   Fill in the blanks.                                                                                                             1*10=10                                                        

a- …………..virus comes as a friendly program. 

b- B-TO-E e-commerce is also known as ………….  

c- Visual basic is based on the……………programming language. 

d- A query can be created using…….. And………….  

e- You can use……………to collect information from the people who visit your website. 

f- The………..button is used to clear the already entered data in a form. 

g- …………………manipulate data combining or computing result. 

h- The maximum length for a variable name is…………….character. 

i- …………is the instruction from a computer. 

j-  …………layers hide elements in other layers from visibility. 

 

 

4-   Write a short note on: -                                                         2*10=20           

  

      A – Check box and radio button………………………………………………………….. 

      B – Integer and long integer……………………………………………………………….. 

      C – Computer program and programming language………………………………………. 

      D – Computer crime and cybercrime………………………………………………………. 

      E – e- commerce and e- retailing………………………………………………………….. 

      F- Antivirus………………………………………………………………………………… 

     G- Photoshop……………………………………………………………………………….. 

     H- Component of flash window……………………………………………………………. 

     I- Feature of flash………………………………………………………………………….. 

     J- Operators in visual basic…………………………………………………………………  

 

                                                                             Section-C 
 

5- Write the full form of the following terms: -                                                             1*10=10           

                               

   i- HTML………………………………………………………… 

   Ii- HTTP…………………………………………………………. 

   iii- HTTPS………………………………………………………. 

   iv- FPS…………………………………………………………… 

   v- COD…………………………………………………………… 

  vi- M-commerce………………………………………………….. 

  vii- ATM…………………………………………………………. 

  viii- BASIC……………………………………………………… 

  ix- (RGB)mode………………………………………………… 

  x-  E- commerce…………………………………………………  



 

 

 

   6-Answer the following question:-                                                                                3*10=30                          

i- Explain different types of operators used in visual basic 6? 

ii- What is computer virus and also explain its types?  

iii- What do you understand by query? Explain the different types of queries. 

iv- What are the different models of e-commerce? 

v- Name and define the basic HTML tag? 

vi- Define B2C and B2E e-commerce? 

vii- What are the different methods of virus prevention? 

viii- What is the purpose of eyedropper tool? 

ix- What is animation? 

x- What is the difference between a frame- by-frame animation and motion tween? 

7-Practical work (Kindly do it in computer science practical file):-                      2.5*4=10   

i. Steps to adding label in the form with the help of visual basic. 

ii. Steps to adding text box in the form with the help of visual basic. 

iii. Steps to adding list box in the form with the help of visual basic. 

iv. Steps to adding combo box in the form with the help of visual basic. 

 

 

 


